HOLY CROSS SCHOOL,
AGARTALA - 2020

SHOWCASE (M.S)
Intra School Competitions
on
‘ Completion of 50 glorious years
of Excellence’

Class Nursery , KG I & KG-II
Fancy Dress Competition
Topic:

Any Character OR A thing of your own choice

Rules:
⮚ Students are expected to dress up as per the character/thing chosen
by them. They can also use relevant props.
⮚ Click their photographs and send only one photo (the best one) in .Jpg
or .Jpeg format to the following email ids from 12th August to
14thAugust2020. Kindly adhere to the prescribed dates.

Class Nursery

-

hcs.nursery@gmail.com

Class KG I

-

hcs.kgi@gmail.com

Class KG II

-

hcs.kgii@gmail.com

⮚ No. of entry per person- 1
⮚ Parents must mention the topic, full name of the student, class and
section in ‘Subject’ box of the mail.
⮚ Best 10 entries will be selected from each class (entire class).
⮚ 1st, 2nd, 3rd will be awarded with a medal & certificate others with
certificate only.
Judgement Criteria:
Costume, Props, Novelty

Class 1
Poem Recitation Competition
Topic:

(Any one)
⮚ My School
⮚ Childhood
⮚ Thank you

Rules:
⮚ The participants shall choose any one topic from the above and learn
7 to 8 lines of the poem by heart.
⮚ Give a brief introduction about yourself and the topic and then recite
the poem. Capture a video of the same which is clear and audible.
⮚ Participants should be dressed appropriately.
⮚ Language- English
⮚ Time Limit- 1-2 minutes
⮚ No. of entry per person- 1

⮚ Send the video to

hcs.class1@gmail.com from 12th August to

14th August, 2020. Kindly adhere to the prescribed dates.
⮚ Parents must mention the topic, full name, class and section in
‘Subject’ box of the mail.

⮚ Best 10 entries will be selected.
⮚ 1st, 2nd, 3rd will be awarded with a medal & certificate others with
certificate only.
Judgement Criteria:
Voice modulation, Confidence, Memorization, Overall presentation

Class 2
Show and Tell Competition
Topic: ( Any One )
⮚ My Favourite Toy
⮚ My FavouriteFruit
⮚ Things used in Rainy Season (Any one thing)
Rules:
⮚ The participants shall choose only one topic/thing from the above.
⮚ Show that thing either in real form or in the form of a prop and speak
about it. Capture a video of the same which is clear and audible.
⮚ Participants should be dressed appropriately.
⮚ Language- English
⮚ Time Limit- 1 minute
⮚ No. of entry per person-1
⮚ Send the video to

hcs.class2@gmail.com from 12th August to

14th August, 2020. Kindly adhere to the prescribed dates.
⮚ Parents must mention the topic, full name, class and section in
‘Subject’ box of the mail.

⮚ Best 10 entries will be selected.
⮚ 1st, 2nd, 3rd will be awarded with a medal & certificate others with
certificate only.
Judgement Criteria:
Content, Confidence, Expressions, Usage of props

Class 3
Solo Singing Competition
Theme:

Patriotism

Rules:
⮚ The participants shall select any song based on the above theme and
memorize the lyrics of the song.
⮚ Language- Hindi/ Bengali
⮚ Time Limit- 2-3 minutes
⮚ No. of entries per person-1
⮚ Sing the song (maximum 2 stanzas including chorus) and record the
video. The video should be clear and audible.
⮚ Background track can be used.
⮚ Tricolour costume/ accessories etc. can be used.
⮚ Send the video to

hcs.class3@gmail.com from 12th August to

14th August, 2020. Kindly adhere to the prescribed dates.
⮚ The full name of the participant, Class, Section must be mentioned in
the ‘Subject’ box of the mail.
⮚ Best 10 entries will be selected.

⮚ 1st, 2nd, 3rd will be awarded with a medal & certificate others with
certificate only.

Judgement Criteria:
Selection of song, Voice Quality, Rhythm, Presentation

Class 4
Poster Making Competition
Topic:

( Any One )
⮚ My School, My pride
⮚ Stay Home, Stay Safe
⮚ Unity in Diversity

Rules:
⮚ The participants shall choose any one topic from the above.
⮚ Draw the poster on an A-3 or A-4 size sheet using poster colours/
pencil colours/oil pastels.
⮚ No. of entry per person - 1
⮚ Click the photograph of your poster and send to

hcs.classiv@gmail.com in .Jpg or .Jpeg format from 12th August
to 14thAugust 2020. Kindly adhere to the prescribed dates.
⮚ The full name of the participant, Class, Section must be mentioned in
the ‘Subject’ box of the mail.

⮚ Best 10 entries will be selected.
⮚ 1st, 2nd, 3rd will be awarded with a medal & certificate others with
certificate only.
Judgement Criteria:
Relevance, Creativity, Presentation, Originality

